Open for business
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Who we are
We are the leading Polish manufacturer of products intended for food
preparation and storage, cleaning accessories and household chemicals.
We established the company in 1982, with 100% Polish capital, and provide
products for Polish and worldwide markets. Our head office is in Rybnik, with
production plants located in Czyżowice and Żywiec.
The business operations of Politan is based on two strong pillars - sales of
branded products intended for specific customers (Gosia, Amigo, Helios and
Sensit brands) and the development of B2B solutions.

1985
production of waste bags begins

1987
production of ice bags begins, a first in Poland

1988
production of aluminium foil begins

1989
production of cling film begins

1995
production of roasting sleeves begins
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Our development is closely linked to innovation, and our knowledge and
experience. For over 30 years we have been developing innovative business
solutions at Politan, and constantly launching patented products.
Our products are characterised by high quality, owing to the use of the best
raw materials. These are processed as little as possible, and are sourced from
proven suppliers.
In the case of products like ice bags and cling film, we undertake the whole
production process. We ensure that Politan remains as close to the raw
material origin as possible.

In 2010–2018 we produced:
Almost 3 times as many ice bags
as the number of people in Poland!
Enough roasting sleeves to stretch
from the centre of Poland to New York!

Over 700 million oven bags!

Enough aluminium foil to wrap the whole Earth!
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Who are our clients?
Our products are targeted at chain stores, production companies, distributors
and anybody willing to increase their market competitiveness through
access to high quality products. We work closely with companies that have
their own brands in portfolio as well as with those intending to enter with
a new brand on the market.

What we offer
Our many years of experience in the production and sales of our products all
contribute to our business strength. Our products are high quality, and we
also strive to ensure that our partnerships and relations with our clients bring
the most effective solutions.

We also offer:
Attractive and competitive prices – we offer favourable prices and
ensure they remain unchanged.
Safety – we seek to guarantee timely deliveries, even when an order is
suddenly extended. Our customer satisfaction related to lead times is
as high as 98%, while our financial credibility is guaranteed by the Gold
Certificate of Reliability, testimony to the honesty and responsibility we
engender at Politan.
Monitoring at every stage of order execution – we manage every
aspect of the production process, all the way to final product acceptance.
This is to ensure that our clients receive products that live up to their
expectations.
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Short new product implementation process – we are able to produce
the first batch of a new order within 5 weeks from accepting the packaging
design.
Extended and modern infrastructure – we maintain at least two
production lines for each of our products. We have our own R&D unit,
allowing changes and repairs to the lines to be made while minimising
the down time.
Maximum product adaptation to the client’s needs – besides the extensive standard product range, we also create tailor-made products, while
our team of specialists designs and builds new customised equipment.

Quality
Our manufacturing processes are based on the international quality standard, ISO 9001 (Quality Management System), and high environmental protection standards. We work according to GMP (Good Manufacturing Practices)
for food contact products and HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control
Points) to ensure food safety. We regularly revise our work standards via internal audits as well as those carried out by our clients.
Politan products are designed and manufactured to be safe when used for
their intended purposes. The GMP standards ensure high quality and the
safety of the raw materials and components used.
The Food Safety System guarantees relevant health quality of the product, i.e.
that it is free of biological, physical and chemical contaminants and allergens.
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Numerous awards and certificates, plus patents and new technologies, all
confirm the quality of Politan products.

The best confirmation of our qualities are our clients, who we aid in developing their products and generating real profits.

We are trusted by:
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CLING FILM

CONTACT

PRODUCT

CLICK HERE

Film for food packing and storage. Flexible, easy to unwrap, adheres well. Safe for contact with all food
types.

Film type:

standard

with perforation

without curling

with curling

Film end options:

PARAMETERS
Version

Film type

home

standard

home
with perforation

with perforation

gastronomic

standard

Material

Thickness

Length

Width

302 mm ø 28, 328 mm ø 28
only for carton with cutter

20–50 m
polyethylene

8,5 mic

10–20 m
150–300 m

Core tube

290 mm

302 mm ø 32,
perforation every 350 mm
338 mm ø 38
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CLING FILM

CONTACT

AVAILABLE PACKAGES

CLICK HERE

Five-wall box
Cardboard bleached on both sides, with a reinforced construction. The extra fifth wall has a zipper construction that allows the box to be opened once torn off. The box comes with special „clicks” on the side walls
to lock the lid after closing. The cardboard box is glued.

Standard
version available
with a blade

PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

GD2 bleached on one side

320 gsm

alaska bleached on both sides

280 gsm

Master
carton

Dimensions

Print

Varnish

Blade material

308 × 43 × 43 mm

offset, up to 5
colours

gloss or matte

clear
or white PVC

matte

Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on the outside, possibility of print, dimensions: 325 × 180 × 225 mm, per box: 20 pcs.
Grey carton, dimensions: 330 × 230 × 265 mm, per box: 30 pcs.

Box with cutter
Cardboard bleached on both sides, with a reinforced construction and built-in cutter.

Standard
PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

Dimensions

Print

Varnish

GD2 2EW: corrugated micro-wave
cardboard, bleached on both sides

140/100 gsm

340 × 48 × 48 mm

offset, up to 5 colours

gloss or matte

Master
carton
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Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on the outside, possibility of print; dimensions: 348 × 245 × 225 mm,
per box: 16 pcs.

CLING FILM

CONTACT

AVAILABLE PACKAGES

CLICK HERE

Foil-wrapped roll
PP foil with a printed layer.

Standard
PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

Dimensions

Print

polypropylene

20 mic

width 302 mm

ﬂexo, up to 8 colours

Master
carton

Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on the outside, possibility of print, dimensions: 325 × 180 × 225 mm,
per box: 30 pcs. for beam 30 m per roll
Grey cardboard box, dimensions: 310 × 222 × 235 mm, per box: 42 pcs. for beam up to 20 m per roll
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CLIPS

CONTACT

PRODUCT

CLICK HERE

Clips
Unique product in the Politan portfolio. The clips have legally reserved shape,
size and manufacturing material. They are characterised by a special anti-explosion protection that protects a bag or sleeve against rupture under the
inﬂuence of high pressure produced during baking. The use of the clips eliminates the need to puncture the bag.

4-tooth clips

CONSTANT PARAMETERS

VARIABLE PARAMETERS

Thickness

Clip size

Amount per roll

Sets

Colour

150 mic

length 113 mm, width 10 mm

42,000 pcs.

4–15 pcs.

red or blue

13-tooth clips

CONSTANT PARAMETERS

VARIABLE PARAMETERS

Thickness

Clip size

Amount per roll

Sets

Colour

150 mic

length 113 mm, width 10 mm

42 000 pcs.

4–15 pcs.

red or blue

MASTER CARTON
On roll
Grey cardboard box, with ﬂap,
dimensions: 310 × 222 × 235 mm, per box: 2 rolls: 84,000 pcs.
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In sets
Grey cardboard box, with ﬂap,
dimensions: 165 × 160 × 210 mm, per box: 24,000 pcs. of clips

ROASTING SLEEVES

CONTACT

PRODUCT

CLICK HERE

The roasting sleeve is used for roasting meat and vegetables without using any fat. It can be used safely in
traditional ovens at temperatures of up to 220°C or in a microwave oven. Made from the best raw materials.
Unique weld tear strength: 12 N/15 mm. Safe for food contact.

Available types of clips

red PET clips

blue PET clips

metal and paper PAP clips

safety clips – safe roasting
without puncturing

PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

Length

Width

BoPET

12 mic

2–10 m

285 mm

Number of clips per packaging
PET clips: 6–14
PAP clips: 10
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ROASTING SLEEVES

CONTACT

AVAILABLE PACKAGES

CLICK HERE

Four-wall box
Cardboard box bleached on one side, four-wall, glued, opened along a perforated line on one side.

PARAMETERS
Material
alaska bleached
on both sides
Master
carton

Thickness
300 gsm

Dimensions

Print

Varnish

Available types of clips

320 × 43 × 43 mm

offset,
up to 5 colours

dispersion

PET, PAP
or without clips

Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on the outside, possibility of print,
dimensions: 325 × 180 × 225 mm, per box: 20 pcs.
Grey carton, dimensions: 330 × 230 × 265 mm, per box: 30 pcs.

Five-wall box
Cardboard bleached on both sides, with a reinforced construction. The extra fifth wall has a zipper construction that allows the box to be opened once torn off. The box comes with special „clicks” on the side walls
to lock the lid after closing. The cardboard box is glued.

PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

GD2 bleached on one side

320 gsm

alaska bleached on both sides

280 gsm

Master
carton
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Dimensions

Print

Varnish

308 × 43 × 43 mm

offset,
up to 5 colours

gloss or matte

Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on the outside, possibility of print,
dimensions: 325 × 180 × 225 mm, per box: 20 pcs.
Grey carton, dimensions: 330 × 230 × 265 mm, per box: 30 pcs.

matte

Available types of clips
PET or without clips

ROASTING SLEEVES

AVAILABLE PACKAGES

CONTACT
CLICK HERE

Flowpack
Top, bottom and side film weld, with a printed layer.

PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

Dimensions

Print

Available types of clips

polypropylene

25 mic

338 × 60 mm

ﬂexo, up to 8 colours

PET or without clips

Master
carton

Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on the outside, possibility of print,
dimensions: 325 × 180 × 225 mm, per box: 70 pcs.
Grey cardboard box, dimensions: 330 × 230 × 265 mm, per box: 100 pcs.

Foil-wrapped roll
PP foil with a printed layer.

PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

Dimensions

Print

Available types of clips

polypropylene

20 mic

szer. 302 mm

ﬂexo, up to 8 colours

PET, PAP or without clips

Master
carton

Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on the outside, possibility of print,
dimensions: 325 × 180 × 225 mm, per box: 30 pcs.
Grey cardboard box, dimensions: 310 × 222 × 235 mm, per box: 50 pcs.
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OVEN BAGS

CONTACT

PRODUCT

CLICK HERE

The oven bags are used for roasting meat and vegetables without using any fat. They are durable and do not
chip. They have unique weld tear strenght: 15 N/15 mm. They can be used safely in traditional ovens at
temperatures of up to 220°C or in a microwave oven.

Available types of clips

red PET clips

blue PET clips

metal and paper PAP clips

safety clips – safe roasting
without puncturing

PARAMETERS
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Material

Thickness

Height

Width

Quantity per packaging

BoPET

12 mic

380, 400, 430, 500 mm

200-500 mm

1–10 pcs.

OVEN BAGS

CONTACT

AVAILABLE PACKAGES

CLICK HERE

Flat cardboard box
Rectangular cardboard box.
PARAMETERS
Material

GD2 bleached on one side

Thickness

300 gsm

Dimensions

205 × 160 mm
or 170 × 140 mm

Print

offset, up to 5 colours
Available types of clips:
PET, PAP, without clips

Master carton
1. Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on
the outside, possibility of print, dimensions:
173 × 160 × 213 mm, per box: 20 pcs.
2. Grey cardboard box, dimensions:
165 × 160 × 210 mm, per box: 60 pcs.

Bag with self-adhesive seal and print
Bag with printed graphics and a self-adhesive seal on the back.
The bag is available in rectangular
and square shapes
PARAMETERS
Material

polypropylene

Thickness

25 mic

Dimensions

280×145 mm, 250×145 mm,
180 × 145 mm

Print

ﬂexo, up to 8 colours
Available types of clips:
PET, PAP, without clips

Master carton
1. Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on
the outside, possibility of print, dimensions:
173 × 160 × 213 mm, per box: 20 pcs.
2. Grey cardboard box, dimensions:
165 × 160 × 210 mm, per box: 60 pcs.

Bag with self-adhesive seal and a paper label
Bag with self-adhesive seal on the back
and a printed paper label inside.

The bag is available in rectangular
and square shapes
PARAMETERS
Material

polypropylene

Thickness

25 mic

Dimensions

280×145 mm, 250×145 mm,
180 × 145 mm

Print

offset, up to 4 colours
Available types of clips:
PET, PAP, without clips

Master carton
1. Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on
the outside, possibility of print, dimensions:
173 × 160 × 213 mm, per box: 20 pcs.
2. Grey cardboard box, dimensions:
165 × 160 × 210 mm, per box: 60 pcs.
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OVEN BAGS

CONTACT

PRODUCT

CLICK HERE

FOLDED OVEN BAGS
The oven bags are used for roasting meat and vegetables without using any fat. They are durable and do not
chip. They have unique weld tear strenght: 15 N/15 mm. They can be used safely in traditional ovens at
temperatures of up to 220°C or in a microwave oven.

Available types of clips

red PET clips

blue PET clips

safety clips – safe roasting
without puncturing

PARAMETERS
Material
BoPET
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Thickness
12 mic

Height
380 mm

Width
small: 250 mm
large: 310 mm

OVEN BAGS

AVAILABLE PACKAGES

CONTACT
CLICK HERE

Self-adhesive sticker with print
The oven bags are folded into small squares and glued with a sticker with monochromatic print.

PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

Dimensions

Print

Available colour

Available types of clips

paper

80 gsm

10 × 42 mm

ﬂexo – 1 colour

red or yellow with
white arrow

PET or without clips

Master
carton

Small folded bags

Grey cardboard box, dimensions: 300 × 245 × 320 mm, per box: 2000 pcs.

Large folded bags

Grey cardboard box, dimensions: 310 × 222 × 235 mm, per box: 1000 pcs.
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ICE BAGS

CONTACT

PRODUCT

CLICK HERE

Ice bags are made of LDPE film, which is resistant to tearing at low temperatures. Safe for contact with
food. The bags are available in different shapes and with different closures.

Shake it and that’s it – crushed ice
Bags availabe
in tied option

Self-closing

pour some water
into the bag

tear apart along
the perforated line

roll down the top
tape and tie it

Stretch and pull the
bag in all directions
after freezing

Squeeze all ice cubes
to let them fall to the
bottom

cut the top
off the bag

PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

Dimensions

Number of bags

Number of ice cubes per bag

polyethylene

20 mic

self-closing: 170 × 350 mm
tied: 170 × 365 mm

6–12
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Shake it and that’s it – large ice cubes
Bags availabe
in tied option

Self-closing

pour some water
into the bag

rapidly rotate
the bag to close

Stretch and pull the
bag in all directions
after freezing

Squeeze all ice cubes
to let them fall to the
bottom

cut the top
off the bag

PARAMETERS
Material
polyethylene
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Thickness

Dimensions

Number of bags

Number of ice cubes per bag

20 mic

self-closing: 170 × 350 mm
tied: 170 × 365 mm

6–12
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ICE BAGS

CONTACT

PRODUCT

CLICK HERE

Self-closing – large cubes

Available shapes:
pour some water
into the bag

rapidly rotate
the bag to close

round

rectangular
place the bag
in a freezer

PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

Dimensions

Number of bags

Number of ice cubes per bag

polyethylene

20 mic

170 × 350 mm

6–12

24 rectangular or 18 square

Tied – large cubes
pour some water
into the bag

Available shapes:
tear apart along
the perforated line

round

rectangular

roll down the top
tape and tie it

place the bag
in a freezer

PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

Dimensions

Number of bags

Number of ice cubes per bag

polyethylene

20 mic

170 × 365 mm

6–12

24 rectangular or 18 square

CASTOMISATION
Monochrome print on the bag, according to the client’s design
Different ice cube shape

The bags are available
with any white
colour print
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ICE BAGS

CONTACT

AVAILABLE PACKAGES

CLICK HERE

Cardboard box
Rectangular cardboard box, opened along a perforated line on one side, glued.

PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

Dimensions

Print

Varnish

GD2 bleached on one side

300 gsm

200 × 42 × 42 mm

offset, up to 5 colours

dispersion

Master
carton

Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on the outside, possibility of print,
dimensions: 405 × 180 × 225 mm, per box: 40 pcs.
Grey cardboard box, dimensions: 330 × 230 × 265 mm, per box: 48 pcs.

Flowpack with euroslot
Top, side and bottom foil weld, with printing. The top weld features a euroslot to facilitate product presentation.

PARAMETERS
Material

Thickness

Dimensions

Print

polypropylene

25 mic

260 × 110 mm

ﬂexo, up to 8 colours

Master
carton
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Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on the outside, possibility of print,
dimensions: 125 × 160 × 240 mm, per box: 26 pcs.
Grey cardboard box, dimensions: 390 × 230 × 130 mm, per box: 100 pcs.

ICE BAGS

CONTACT

AVAILABLE PACKAGES

CLICK HERE

Flowpack with a paper label
Top, side and bottom foil weld, and a printed paper label inside. The top weld features a euroslot to
facilitate product presentation.

double-sided
paper label

PARAMETERS
Material
polypropylene
Master
carton

Thickness
25 mic

Dimensions

Dimensions label

Print

260 × 110 mm

before submitting: 340 × 85 mm
after submission: 170 × 85 mm

offset, up to 4 colours

Cardboard box with perforation, bleached on the outside, possibility of print,
dimensions: 125 × 160 × 240 mm, per box: 26 pcs.
Grey cardboard box, dimensions: 390 × 230 × 130 mm, per box: 100 pcs.
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Contact our representative
Phone: +48 32 721 23 70
E-mail: poczta@politan.pl
or
FILL IN
THE ONLINE FORM
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POLITAN Sp. z o.o. S.K.A.
ul. 3 Maja 30
44-200 Rybnik
NIP (Tax ID): 6472264011
poczta@politan.pl
www.politan.pl/en/

Year of issue: 2018
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